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Abstract

The unavailability of comprehensive, user-friendly programming environments is one of the most imposing obstacles to the development and testing of software applications. The most critical advances needed to remove the obstacles are improved tools for program analysis, visualization, evaluation, and debugging. In this project, we use a tool, Sage++, to model control flow using an internal representation of the source code called a program tree, a form similar to an abstract syntax tree. We use the xvcg tool to visualize the control flow graph. To facilitate program evaluation, the control flow graph representation is used to compute software complexity using McCabe’s cyclomatic complexity measure. Since cyclomatic complexity does not include program exceptions in its consideration, we extend the complexity measure to include C++ exceptions, since they alter flow of control and thereby affect the cyclomatic complexity of the program.
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1 Introduction

The unavailability of comprehensive, user-friendly programming environments is one of the most imposing obstacles to the development, testing and measure of software applications. The most critical advances needed to remove these obstacles are improved tools for program analysis, visualization, evaluation, and debugging[10]. Recent research has resulted in a proliferation of program representations for program analysis including the program dependence graph [4], the unified interprocedural graph [5], the object-oriented program dependence graph [9], the call graph [11] and the program summary graph [3]. However, the program representation used most frequently for optimizations is the control flow graph [1]. For example, in a recent conference on programming languages, virtually all of the program optimizations used the control flow graph or a variation of the control flow graph as the program representation.

One comprehensive programming environment that facilitates program optimizations is Sage++, a toolkit and class library for Fortran and C++ [2]. Sage++ is a powerful tool that provides an integrated set of parsers that transform the source program into an intermediate representation called a program tree, a form similar to an abstract syntax tree [1]. The Sage++ toolkit includes a library of classes containing methods for manipulating and restructuring the program tree together with an unparsr that generates new source code from the restructured program tree. However, there are several drawbacks to using the Sage++ toolkit. First, the toolkit does not include methods for constructing the control flow graph (cfg) for C++ programs. Although cfg construction is straightforward when the program representation is assembly code, cfg construction is more involved when the program representation is source code, written in a high-level language, or a program tree. Furthermore, the Sage++ toolkit does not include tools for visualization or evaluation of C++ programs.

In this work, we address the above drawbacks in the Sage++ toolkit. We begin by incorporating methods into the Sage++ toolkit to construct the control flow graph from the program tree representation of C++ source code. Using the xvcg graph tool [12], we add visualization to the toolkit by allowing the user to view the cfg representation of the program. Also, to facilitate program evaluation, we incorporate methods into the Sage++ toolkit that use our cfg to compute McCabe’s cyclomatic complexity measure [8]. Since McCabe’s measure does not include program exceptions in its complexity considerations, we extend the measure to include C++ exceptions since they alter
flow of control and thereby affect program complexity. Finally, we incorporate a menu of choices into the toolkit to make toolkit usage more user-friendly.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In the next section, we describe how to model control flow using a program tree and Section 3 discusses how cyclomatic complexity is extended to include C++ exceptions. Section 4 presents experiments involving the extension to cyclomatic complexity. In Section 5, we draw conclusions about using Sage++ and extending cyclomatic complexity.

2 Modeling Control Flow using a Program Tree

The cgf builder presented in this section constructs control flow graphs using the program tree. Each node in the program tree represents a statement in the source code. We use node and statement interchangeably throughout this section. To construct the cgf, basic blocks are limited to single statements, and the program tree is traversed one statement at a time with control passing to the next statement unless a control transfer statement is encountered. A control transfer statement for C++ is a while, for, do while, if, switch, break, continue, return, exit, goto or loop end. These statements require more consideration when determining predecessors and successors.

The overall process of building control flow graphs using the program tree is depicted in Figure 1. C++ source code is parsed using the pC++ parser to produce the program tree, which is stored in a file with the extension .dep. The project file, .cfg.proj, contains the names of the .dep files that are input to the CFGBuilder algorithm. There is also another input file to the CFGBuilder algorithm that contains the names of the files and functions to be graphed. The CFGBuilder algorithm performs routines to compute control flow information and format that information for the VCG tool. The output of the builder is

```plaintext
algorithm ComputeComplexity
input .dep file - program tree
cfg.input - input file
output complexity - software complexity measure
variable nodes = 0 - node count
variable edges = 0 - edge count
variable succs = 0 - number of successors for the block
begin ComputeComplexity
for each function in cfg.input loop
    set last to the last node of the function
    set stmt to the first node of the function
    while stmt < last loop
        controlFlow(stmt, func, succs)
        edges = edges + succs
        stmt = stmt->lexNext()
    end while
    complexity = edges - nodes + 2
end for
end ComputeComplexity
```

Figure 3: Algorithm to compute software complexity. A VCG specification with extension .vcg for each function graphed. The VCG tool is used to read a .vcg file and visualize the graph. The VCG tool parses the graph specification, assigns positions to each node, assigns positions to edges so they do not overlap nodes, and draws the resulting picture in a window [12].

3 Computing Software Complexity

Using a cfg, G, complexity, V, is defined as $V(G) = e - n + 2p$, where $e$ is the number of edges, $n$ is the number of nodes, and $p$ is the number of connected components in $G$. In the next section, we describe our technique to compute cyclomatic complexity using a cfg produced by our builder. In Section 3.2, we extend cyclomatic complexity to include C++ exceptions.

3.1 Algorithm to Compute Cyclomatic Complexity

We use algorithm ComputeComplexity illustrated in Figure 3 to compute cyclomatic complexity during construction of the cfg; this algorithm is an extension of the one that we use tp build the cfg. Input to ComputeComplexity is the program tree, contained in the .dep file, and the file .cfg.input that contains the number of files to be graphed, the names of the files that contain functions to be graphed, and the names of the functions to be graphed. ComputeComplexity finds the complexity of each function in .cfg.input. The algorithm begins by setting stmt to the first node in the function to be considered, and continues until the last node is encountered. As a basic block is added to the cfg by algorithm controlFlow,
bool is_prime(int number) {
    (1) if (number < 1)
    (2) throw "error";
    (3) int count = 2;
    (4) while ( count < number ) {
    (5) if ( number % count == 0 )
        return false;
    (7) ++count;
    }
    (8) return true;
}

main() {
    try {
        cin >> number;
    if ( is_prime(number) )
        cout << "prime";
    else cout << "not prime";
    }
    catch (char * msg) { ... }
    catch ( ... ) { ... }
}

Figure 2: Exception example. This figure exploits exceptions to handle negative input to the sample function, is_prime. The cfg for is_prime is included in the figure, together with a corresponding main program.

3.2 Extending Cyclomatic Complexity to Include C++ Exceptions

Cyclomatic complexity was first measured using Fortran as the source language. As a result, the control structures that were defined to be predicates were those structures found in Fortran and other languages available at that time. Since C++ was developed in the early 1980s, the constructs of C++ were not explicitly considered by McCabe’s measure. In this section, we consider how a specific construct of C++, the exception, relates to McCabe’s cyclomatic complexity measure.

Figure 2 exploits exception handling including the primitives try, catch and throw. The left side of the figure illustrates the typical use of the throw primitive: coupled with a decision statement. Thus, any influence that the throw primitive might have on cyclomatic complexity is automatically included in the computation. The right side of the figure illustrates the use of the try and catch primitives; the try and catch statements that are used to handle exceptions are not included in complexity computation. The try primitive simply marks the code to be included in exception handling; however, the catch primitive acts as a conditional statement. Thus, we handle the catch primitive as a predicate when building the cfg. Catch primitives are handled as predicates because there is a decision to be made about the flow of control based on whether or not the exception type in the catch statement matches the type of the exception thrown. For example, on the right side of Figure 2 there are two catch statements following the try block in the main program. If the thrown exception is of type char *, it is handled by the first catch statement; otherwise it is handled by the statement catch( ... ) that matches any thrown exception.

In summary, catch statements are predicates and therefore increase the number of paths through a program. The increased complexity introduced by catch statements is not covered by McCabe’s original definition of cyclomatic complexity. If exceptions are modeled with catch statements as predicates, the algorithm in Figure 3 correctly computes complexity for code including exceptions.

4 Experiments

To investigate the change in complexity when exceptions are used, we computed McCabe’s overall cyclomatic complexity for a test suite of six programs. The statistics computed by our experiments are illustrated in Table 1 where column one lists the program name, column two lists the number of lines of code in each program, column three lists the number of classes in each program, column four lists the number of functions and the final column lists the cyclomatic complexity for each program. This final column shows the overall complexity of each program as the sum of the McCabe numbers for each function in the program[8].

The first row of Table 1 lists statistics for our program that builds the cfg and computes cyclomatic complexity and the second row lists statistics for a program that simulates a personal communications system for cellular phones (PCS). The last eight rows
of the table list statistics for four programs: DecToBin, Paldrome, FileSystm, and NASSim. DecToBin is a decimal to binary number converter. In Paldrome, the user enters words that are checked for palindromes. FileSystm is a C++ version of a file system class from the Ada 95 Reference Manual[6]. NASSim is a simulator for the National Airspace System (NAS)[7].

For each of the four test program, we developed a version that used return values and a version that used exceptions. We then computed software complexity for each version of the test program. For example, rows 3 and 4 indicate that the cyclomatic complexity of each version of DecToBin is 14. The use of return values is an alternative to exceptions whereby the programmer returns a number whose value is used, upon return, to indicate if an exception occurred in the called routine. The final column of Table 1 shows that the complexity is the same for programs that use exceptions and for programs that use return values to indicate errors in called routines.

5 Concluding Remarks

We have addressed several drawbacks in the Sage++ toolkit for C++ programs. First, we augment the tool to permit construction of the control flow graph (cfg), a valuable representation for program analysis and optimization. Our CFGBuilder is incorporated into the Sage++ toolkit and uses the program tree together with methods in the class library to facilitate cfg construction. Second, using the xvcg graph tool [12], we add visualization to the toolkit by allowing the user to view the cfg representation of the C++ source program. Third, to facilitate program evaluation, we incorporate methods into the Sage++ toolkit that use our cfg to compute the cyclomatic complexity of the program [8]. Finally, we extend cyclomatic complexity to include C++ exceptions, since they alter flow of control and thereby affect program complexity.
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